
What If?
12 pm, 6 May 2017, Huntly Hotel

Manaf Halbouni’s short play depicts an alternative history timeline. 
In 1916 the Sykes-Picot Agreement divided the Middle East between France 
and Britain. What if it happened differently?

 
This play presents a meeting between representatives of the United 
States of Arabia and the Ottoman Empire, planning to split Europe. 

Help us turn it into a movie by filming it on your phone, ipad or camera! 
Please deposit your film footage 

in the foyer before leaving!

Cast of Characters
Arran: Scottish revolution leader   
Sami Afandi: Arabian representative
Bashear Afandi: Turkish representative
Ahmad of Scotland: Arabian who loves Scotland and fighting for the Scottish peoples rights 

(Arran enters the room and leads Mr Sami in with his bodyguard.)

Mr Sami: (Checking the room) Hmm, these Turkish people are always late. They 
never come on time, it’s really annoying. (Looking to his bodyguard) You know that 
time correctness is one of our most important inventions. 

(Arran and Ahmad of Scotland enter, leading Mr Bashear into the room.)

Mr Bashear: Mr. Sami, hello. 

Mr Sami: Finally you are here. Always the same, you Turkish people. Never on time. 

Arran: Gentleman we will serve you tea in a few minutes.  

Mr Bashear: Well we had a small accident on the way here. You know how it is 
when you bring new inventions to people without knowledge. They just start to make 
trouble with it.

Mr Sami: Don’t tell me. We are having the same experience in almost all of our 
colonies. 

Mr Bashear: Anyway, I hope you had a good trip. 

Ahmad of Scotland: (Entering in a very pushy way) Gentleman, the Scottish are 
waiting to talk to you to start the discussion about the revolution. 

Mr Bashear: How dare you enter in a way like this? Mr Sami and I still need some 
time to talk about things, before we talk to your barbaric friends. Tell them to wait. 

Ahmad: Mr Bashear, the Scots are not barbaric, they are honorable people who wish 
to be independent and free. 

(Ahmad exits the room.)

Mr Sami: What happened to him? Did he turn Scottish? Look at how he was 
dressed!

Mr Bashear: You’re asking me? He is one of your men. 

(A woman enters with tea.)

Mr Sami: Look at these beautiful Scottish people.

Mr Bashear: Yes, but there is nothing behind this beauty. 

Mr Sami: You’re right. Let’s have some tea.

Mr Bashear: (Looking to the bodyguard) Set up the map.

Mr Sami: This tea is good, where is it from?

Mr Bashear: It’s from our colonies in America.            

Mr Sami: Next time I will bring you some good tobacco from our colonies in Cuba. 

Mr Sami: Let’s take a look at this map.  

(Mr Sami and Mr Bashear stand up and go to the table with the map.)

Mr. Sami: Tell me, how is everything going in Russia? We are hearing a lot of news 
lately. 



Mr Bashear: Oh yes, a lot is happening, but everything is under control. You know a 
revolution started over there. We saw what happened to you in France and decided 
to keep the Tsar in his position and provide him with weapons. It’s always better to 
have someone who is loyal to you and who knows how to control his people. 

Mr Sami: Yes, you’re right. The revolution in France cost us a lot of energy. Twenty 
years of revolution can destroy a whole society, but in the end we came out as the 
saviours and made a lot of money. Of course, that means now the Russian markets 
are under your control. Maybe we can find a deal to enter the market over there with 
our products.

Mr Bashear: Well, we have two conditions. We want help on the front with the 
Chinese in the Turkestan Red Desert.

Mr Sami: Don’t worry about that. We already have a lot of troops over there led by 
one of our best Generals, Yusef Hadid. It’s just a matter of time until the Chinese 
come and start negotiating with us. 

Mr Bashear: Perfect. We will support the General from the back. The second thing is 
that we want access to the French market. 
 
Mr Sami: As long you open up the Russian market for us, everything will be no 
problem. 

Mr Bashear: So, we have a deal. Now, let’s talk about Germany. 

Mr Sami: Oh yes, those Germans are so mulish, only making problems all the time. 
We even had to close the borders to the Alps from the west, it’s very hard to get into 
there with heavy machines. 

Mr Bashear: Yes, we did the same from the east side. We want to take care of other 
places first.  

Mr Sami: It looks like we will find a strategy together. I think the most important 
thing is to defeat the headquarters of the revolution in Hamburg. The Chinese are 
supporting them with weapons all the time. We already have a lot of troops in Saxony 
and we want Saxony under our protection, we have good deals with the king there. 

Mr Bashear: The same for us in Munich. It’s under our control. 

Mr Sami: Then we will keep it like this. As the complete east coast is already under 
your control, I think it’s best if we find a good meeting point to go forward to Hamburg. 

Mr Bashear: I think Berlin would be a perfect place for a troop meeting. 

Mr Sami: Yes, and we will send some troops from the west coast also. 

Mr Bashear: This means we have a good strategy. But we still have to solve the 
problem with the Chinese support that comes from London. 

Mr Sami: We have to break the will of London by creating a problem on their own 
land. The Scottish revolution is perfect. 

Mr Bashear: We have to give the Scots everything they need. They should create as 
much trouble as they can. 

Mr Sami: Once London start to negotiatie with us we will stop the support. 
We also thought about giving London a piece of the French coast: they’ll see that as 
a good deal.

Mr Bashear: The poor Scottish have to learn once again that liberty only comes if 
you fight for it by yourself. 

Mr Sami: It’s true. Once someone wants to help you, you should know they want 
something from you. Anyway, let’s call them inside and see what we can do. 

-FIN-          
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